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IAAPA PREVIEW-ICE BOOTH #7630
ICE is gearing up for next weeks IAAPA Show, in Las Vegas, Nevada USA. Show goers will 
see ICE'S complete product line which includes 2009 new titles: Go Ballistic, Photo Finish 
Racing, The Price is Right 6 player coin. Next weeks show will be the first showing of: 
                                                   DOG TAG

Get TAGGED! This unique fun but very practical 
identification machine is now automatic! This 
newly personalized user interface machine 
offers many exciting backgrounds. The touch 
screen anti - vandal system allows customers 
to make their own ID tags in just a few 
minutes and engrave them on metal in a 
matter of seconds. Kids love them, great for 
pet tags, bikes, golf clubs, backpacks, luggage 
or just a little extra "bling" around the neck. 
DOG TAGS are in, their fashionable and now 
they are available through our unique DOG 
TAG machine.  
 DEEP SEA TREASURE 
In this brand new 
highly interactive coin 
pusher players shoot 

their coins onto a "deep sea" video screen hit the ultimate 
prize, TREASURE CHEST for the bonus splash feature. 
The players shoot coins from either side of the playfield 
trying to hit targets on playfield in hopes of hitting the 
brightly animated sea creatures which are swimming 
around the tropical underwater pirate wreck.  Deep Sea 
Treasure promises the most unique and visually appealing 
coin pusher play EVER!  Once again this amazing quick 
coin thriller has been tested in locations throughout the 
world filling cashboxes with quarters, tokens, pounds and 
euros by the tons!
 PANIC MUSEUM 
 This super deluxe 80'' video thriller promises a unique and full immersion 

 
 
 
 
NEW 

GAME Price is Right 
Our brand new coin pusher 
features three separate bonuses: 
Cliffhanger, Plinko and Safe 
Cracker. Never before has a 
centerpiece pusher had such a 
wide variety of game and bonus 
play.more
 
Photo Finish:
Just recently added to our 
website was game play video of 
Photo Finish Horse Racing  more 
 
ICE & Firestone promo 
ICE has teamed up with Firestone 
Financial to offer two exciting 
programs for the remainder of 
the year more 
 
Stay tuned for an IAAPA recap 
and ICE's will be unveiling an 
update website soon 
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experience to each and every player. The large screen 
theater format provides fun and thrills for the whole 
family without any "blood and guts!" Panic Museum is 
the ultimate family friendly casual shooting game that 
will keep the players coming back. The themes and 
game play take the players through Ancient Egypt, an 
aquarium, a toy world and even space. Panic Museum 
has been tested extensively throughout the world in 
some of the top arcades and its a proven earner.
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